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Summary

  The paper addresses the problem of delineation of a thin sand reservoir of a very small areal extent encased in a
shale unit in Tulsapattinam area of Nagapattinam sub basin, producing oil .Two successive locations drilled on same structural
trend close to the producing well were proved to be dry. The zones of interest (pays) as depicted in log motif are not seismically
resolved in time. In order to estimate thickness changes for this thin reservoir the impedance horizon slices that lie within the
time interval closed to the pay top are studied through post stack Stratigraphic inversion. The pay tops were calibrated in all the
three wells and model based Inversion studies were carried out to explore an understanding of the problem i.e. sands distribution
vis a vis structure. The neural network inversion method was also attempted to supplement additional resolution if any but both
the versions yielded the same results .The impedance volume inversion slice close to the pay top clearly indicates the sand
facies extending in a different direction to the strike of the structure on which the dry wells are located. The inversion results
demonstrate the lowering in impedance for the zone containing reservoir sands. These low impedance patterns clearly decipher
the areal distribution and pattern of the producing pay (WELL-A) equivalent reservoir facies in the vicinity of Tulsapattinam
structure, which does not extend to other two dry locations.

Introduction

Oil was discovered in a thin sandstone reservoir in
WELL-A in Tulsapattinam area, the pay sands between the
interval 2282m to 2285m and 2288 to 2290m produced oil
@ 660lts/hr of AP 40.3 deg and the well is in production on
SRP since April 97.The delineation well WELL-B drilled
850m North-east of WELL-A encountered this equivalent
section at shallower level, had non reservoir facies. 3D
seismic data was acquired in 1999 and its interpretation led
to drilling of another well WELL-C as an exploratory step
out location southwest of WELL-A, structurally deeper. The
WELL-A pay equivalent is represented by shale in this well
with a few tight streaks devoid of hydrocarbon. This paper
summarizes the results of a relook in to the 3D seismic
volume with the objective of delineating the Tulsapattinam
pay sand applying the advanced interpretation analysis tools.

Study area and geologic description

Tulsapattinam field is located in the southern part
of Nagapattinam sub-basin in Cauvery basin bounded by
Pattukotai-Vedaranyam high in the east and Northeast.
(Fig-1). The sub basin is dissected by NE-SW trending
longitudinal faults in the western and central part and towards
east faults trending NW-SE to WNW-ESE have been
observed. Fault related closures with a general NE-SW trend
are common at deeper Turonian levels. At the end of

Fig.1.

cretaceous the structural relief dies down and the tertiary
sediments rest on the cretaceous unconformity surface.

Oil was discovered in a thin band at the base of
Kudavasal shale in Tulsapattinam-1 well. The sand occurs
5m above the calcareous sequence of Bhubanagiri formation
within an intercalating shale (Fig-2). Bubanagiri sands are
inferred to be water bearing in the area. Shale of early
cretaceous    age forms the source sequence for the entire
hydrocarbon sequence in Cauvery basin.
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Present study

About 1650 LKM of 3D pstm  data was
reinterpreted with the objective of delineating the reservoir
facies of WELL-A equivalent pay unit using the advanced
geophysical tools, and to explain the nonoccurrence of
reservoir facies in the structurally higher WELL-B well, and
structurally deeper WELL-C well .Geophysical techniques
such as voxel detection, seisfacies analysis, post stack
inversion studies were attempted in to the target horizons in
the data volume. Seismic horizons corresponding to various
Stratigraphic levels from Bhubangiri to Tirupandi (Eocene)
were correlated after calibrating with the well data.(Fig3).

top unaffected by the erosional unconformity. The seismic
horizon Bhuban corresponds to the top of Bhubangiri
formation.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Of particular interest are two horizons viz Bhuban and
Bhuba.(Fig4), where Bhuva is a surface close to Bhubangiri

Fig. 4.

Model

The Top of the Bhubangiri is an erosional
unconformity giving rise to actual drainage pattern on its
surface as evident from the coherency and dip slices. (Fig-
5)These channels are filled with sandy derivatives of the
surrounding Bhubangiri high ,limited in extent. These are
likely to be  controlled by the pre existing faults. The entire
system was overlain by subsequent transgressive shale of
Kudavasal formation

Fig. 5.

Study and approach

The discouraging results of WELL-B and WELL-
C wells in Tulsapattinam block led us to believe that the pay
sands in WELL-A could probably have a stratigraphic
entrapment. A good seismic to log calibration was achieved
for all the three wells and two reflectors were correlated to
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bring out the geometry of the Tulsa pay and .the first reflector
Bhuvan corresponds to Bhubangri top (WELL-B &WELL-
C) and in scoured areas it represents the top of the scour. A
second reflector Bhuva is tracked just below the top of
Bhubangiri  which is undisturbed in the study area.

The cross plots for the pay interval was examined
in the logs (Fig6) and a model-based inversion was attempted
in the data volume. The stratigraphic inversion results
convincingly demonstrate the lowering of impedance for the
zone corresponding to reservoir sands.(Fig7&8)

extension of the pay sand across the wells WELL-A,WELL-
B and WELL-C as depicted in Fig.9 highlights the above
surmise. Seismic facies analysis run for the target interval
probably show to a less extent ,the areal distribution of the
seismic facies.(Fig-10).The reservoir facies represented by
low acoustic impedance are distributed across the structural
high trend in to the adjoining fault block. The lobe of the
reservoir facies of WELL-A pay equivalent appears to have
NW-SE orientation.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

The low  impedance patterns clearly decipher the
areal pattern of WELL-A pay equivalent reservoir facies in
the vicinity of the Tulsapattinam structure.(Fig9).The

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Conclusions

The study has brought out the distribution of pay
sands of Tulsapattinam oil well from the model based
inversion approach of 3D seismic data. The reservoir sands
characterized by low acoustic impedance seen to have a NW-
SE orientation across the adjoining fault block. The pay sand
can be probed down dip in to the eastern fault bock.
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Fig. 10
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